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Jana Wilcox-Lavin, Superintendent in Residence, Achievement School District  
Rebecca Feiden, Deputy Director, Achievement School District 
Kim Bennett, Administrative Assistant  
 
In Carson City 
Greg Bortolin, Public Information Officer 
Dave Brancamp, Director, Standards and Instructional Support  
Kristine Nelson, Director, Career Readiness, Adult and Education Options 
Karen Chessell, Education Programs Professional 
Donna Wix, Education Programs Professional 
Lauren Hulse, Management Analyst 3 
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LEGAL STAFF PRESENT 
In Carson City 
Greg Ott, Deputy Attorney General 
 
AUDIENCE IN ATTENDANCE 
In Las Vegas: 
Lisa Conzzi, Opportunity 180 
Craig Statucki, Nevada Association for Career and Technical Education (ACTE) 
Ben Gerhard, Nevada Virtual Academy 
Allison Smith, University of Las Vegas 
Monte Bay, National University 
Rob Askey, Touro University 
Jose Linares, Clark County School District 
Heidi Arbuckle, Clark County School District 
Susan Steaffers, Clark County School District 
Paula Zier, Clark County School District 
Apryl Black, Clark County School District 
David McElwain, Clark County School District 
Jenn Blackhurst, HOPE 
Manny Lamare, Office of Workforce Innovation 
Trish Nilsen, National University 
Dennis Pereu, DETR 
Megan Rauch, Guinn Center 
Howard Gordon, University of Las Vegas 
Barbara Gnatovich, Southern Nevada College 
 
AUDIENCE IN ATTENDANCE  
In Carson City: 
Allison Combs, DSHE 
John Moran, Entrepreneurs Assembly 
Dana Ryan, Washoe County School District 
Jeannine Bell, Washoe County School District 
Cristal Cisneros, Washoe County School District 
Nancy Franden, Washoe County School District 
Mike Paul, Washoe County School District 
Sue Wheeler, ACT 
John Clark, ACT 
Ray Bacon, Nevada Manufacturers Association 
Wayne Workman, Superintendent Lyon County School District 
Tim Logan, Lyon County School District 
Alan Reeder, Lyon County School District 
Rene Cantu, Jobs for Nevada Graduates 
Kirsten Gleissner, Northwest Regional Professional Development Program 
 
The meeting was called to order at 9:01 a.m. with attendance as reflected as above.  
 
Public Comment #1 
Dr. Dana Ryan, Washoe County School District (WCSD), thanked the Department of Education (NDE) for 
their work over the last several years to strengthen the value of Career and Technical Education (CTE) and 
to highlight it as a rigorous opportunity for students preparing them for college, career and life success. 
Today WCSD would like to go on record about their concern with the policy proposal for multiple 
graduation pathways. They believe this could potentially separate and diversify the preparation for college 
and career and would create confusion among parents, counselors, and industry regarding the kind of 
diploma students will leave high school with.  
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Concerns include inadvertent tracking that will unwind work that has been done in the past five years to 
understand that college and career preparedness can be done in many different ways. Career tech education 
and college preparation are the same things and WCSD wants students to leave with the skills they need to 
be successful in whatever they choose. Another concern is about the separateness of college versus career. If 
a student has a diploma that is branded with either college preparedness or career preparedness, how is it 
looked upon when they make a different choice? There needs to be some caution about branding in such a 
way that it creates unintended secondary consequences down the road. In addition, it is important to remind 
everyone that their first job is to prepare students, not to prepare a workforce.  
 
Craig Statucki, executive director, Nevada Association of Career and Technical Education informed the 
board that his organization serves as an advocate of CTE and professional development for 500 CTE 
teachers, administrators and counselors throughout the state. The Nevada ACTE board and its members 
believes the four suggested graduation pathways are detrimental to Nevada students, especially those 
involved in CTE programs. The proposed pathways will accidently create a tracking system of students that 
is not only inappropriate but unfair to students enrolled in CTE programs. CTE teachers have spent years 
trying to get their peers in core academic areas, administrators and the community at large to realize CTE 
students are not “those kids, who are not smart or driven to go to college and succeed” (audio difficulties).  
 
What parent wants their child labeled as ‘career only’ when society is pushing that college means success? 
This is not the fault of the NDE or Nevada legislators; this is decades of a culture that works against CTE 
teachers on a daily basis. Tools that already exist should be utilized such as CTE stickers on diplomas, the 
Work Place Readiness certificates, or the program completer certificates that demonstrate the preparedness 
levels of the excellent CTE students. Unfortunately successes have not been capitalized on in these areas 
with industry partners as other areas in the country have done. The Nevada high school diploma should 
mean students are post-secondary ready regardless if that path is college or career. By labeling students with 
these four diploma options the stigma that CTE teachers and administrators have fought for years to 
eliminate is back. They are willing to work with the Board to come up with a solution that is the best for all 
students in Nevada. 
 
Jesse Welsh, assistant superintendent, Clark County School District (CCSD), recognized while change is a 
difficult process CCSD is embracing the opportunity to ensure the diploma types are aligned to workforce 
and state needs, and to ensure students who are pursuing specialized course work are recognized for their 
efforts. They would like to engage as partners to ensure the best outcomes for Nevada students. Mr. Walsh 
echoed concerns already heard, particularly regarding the names of diplomas. The name greatly devalues the 
standard diploma and implies that students completing the standard diploma are not college or career ready. 
Additionally some of the same concerns were brought up about the career diploma; the pupil may think it is 
a lesser diploma. It does not have the same ring as an advanced honors diploma would have, especially for 
students applying outside of the state. Other states may not recognize that a career diploma is a step up from 
a standard diploma. He listed further challenges and considerations and said they look forward to being part 
of the effort to define Nevada high school diplomas. 
 
Approval of Flexible Agenda 
Member Newburn moved to approve a flexible agenda. Member Blakeley seconded the motion. The 
motion carried.  
 
President’s Report 
President Wynn welcomed member Dawn Miller who was recently appointed to the board by Governor 
Sandoval to represent the Nevada Association of School Boards.  
 
Superintendent’s Report 

• Every Student Succeeds Act Update 
• Legislative update 
• Submission of the report from the Advisory Task Force on Educator Professional Development 
 

Deputy Superintendent Brett Barley provided an update about the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA). The 
plan has just gone through the public comments process and there was a stakeholder process over the last 
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year concerning the development of these plans. The NDE received the first regulations from the U.S. 
Department of Education in May 2016. Superintendent Canavero convened an Advisory Group that met a 
dozen times between May 2016 and March 2017 to develop a 71 page document. The final document will be 
submitted to the U.S. Department of Education on April 3, 2017.  
 
Deputy Barley informed the Board that Superintendent Canavero and Deputy Superintendent Roger 
Rahming are currently engaged in budget presentations at the Legislature. The NDE is working on the four 
following bills: 

• A.B. 7 –  Every Student Succeeds Act implementation bill 
• A.B. 64 – Diploma types for students with Individual Education Plans (IEP) 
• S.B. 66 – Authorize the NDE to administer a process for cohort of schools to develop and 

implement work based learning process 
• A.B. 77 – Licensure changes including reciprocity and reporting guidelines 

 
Approval of Consent Agenda 

 Information concerning the following consent agenda items has been provided to Board members for study prior to the meeting. Unless a Board 
member has a question concerning a particular item and asks that it be withdrawn from the consent list, items are approved through one action. 

 President Wynn (Information/Discussion/For Possible Action) 
a.   Possible Approval of Instructional Material from Washoe County School District: 

• Science – Physics for Scientists and Engineers, Grade 9-12 
• Science – Living in the environment, Grade 9-12 

b.   Possible Approval of Instructional Material from Carson City School District 
• Science – Bring Science Alive! Exploring Science Practices 

c.   Possible Approval of the re-appointment of the following West-Ed Members: 
• Steve Canavero to serve an additional three-year term representing the Nevada 

Department of Education beginning on June 1, 2017 and ending on May 31, 2020 
• Patrick Skorkowsky to serve an additional three-year term representing the county 

school districts of the State of Nevada beginning on June 1, 2017 to May 21, 2020. 
• Tonia Holmes-Sutton to serve an additional three-year term representing the Nevada 

Department of Education beginning on June 1, 2017 to May 31, 2020 
• Dena Durish representing the Nevada Department of Education beginning March 16, 

2017 to May 31, 2020 
d.   Possible Approval of two Private school licenses: 

• Re-licensing of 1 Clark County private School for a four-year period: Kids r Kids#2 
• Re-licensing of 1 Nye county Private School for a four-year period: Northwest 

Academy 
e.   Possible Approval of December 15, 2016 and January 19, 2017  State Board Minutes 
f.   Possible Approval of School District Class Size Reduction Plans and Variance Requests for fourth 

quarter FY16 & first quarter FY17 
g.   Possible Approval of Carson City School District Dual Credit request with courses that have 

similar title and course number at any of the local college campuses, Western Nevada College, 
University of Nevada, Reno, Truckee Meadows Community college and Sierra Nevada College 

h.  Possible Approval of Clark County School District Dual Credit request for additional courses from 
the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) for which high school credit can be earned 

 
Member Blakely corrected the January 19, 2017 minutes noting he was in attendance rather than Victor 
Wakefield.  
 
Member Blakely moved to approve the consent agenda 
 
Member Holmes-Sutton corrected that she was not in attendance at the January 19, 2017 meeting. 

 
Member Ortiz requested that Consent Agenda item 6f – Possible Approval of School District Class Size 
Reduction Plans and Variance Requests for fourth quarter FY16 & first quarter FY17, is pulled for further 
discussion.  
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Member Blakely amended his motion to approve the Consent Agenda with the exception of Item 6f. 
Member Holmes-Sutton seconded the motion. The motion carried. 

 
Member Ortiz questioned the number of variances included in the CSR report. She expressed concern about 
the number of variances. Also, data was referenced in the report that was not included in the materials. 
Concern was also expressed about the report not including how the data was collected and that the data from 
districts might not be accurate. 
 
President Wynn suggested that if this item is not time sensitive for approval today that the NDE respond 
with additional data for consideration at the March meeting. The consent item was tabled until the next 
meeting when member Ortiz’s request for further data and information could be provided. 
 
Information, Discussion and Possible Action regarding Teachers and Leaders Council (TLC) Nevada 
Educator Performance Framework (NEPF) recommendations pursuant to NRS 391.465.   

a. Calculation of 10% of the statewide assessment data portion of the 2016-2017 Summative 
Evaluation for teachers and building administrators  

b. Score ranges to determine the final summative evaluation ratings of Ineffective, Minimally 
Effective, Effective and Highly Effective teachers and building administrators for the 2016-
2017 school year 

c. Inclusion of the Teacher-Librarian statewide evaluation framework in the 2017-2018 pilot 
study of statewide performance evaluation systems for Other Licensed Educational 
Personnel 

 
President Wynn informed the Board that they may approve each of the three recommendations one at a time 
or elect to approve all three at once after the presentation. 
 
Kathleen Galland-Collins, education programs professional, conducted a PowerPoint presentation. She 
stated the presentation is about the Nevada Educator Performance Framework (NEPF) and how teachers and 
building administrators are evaluated. Information was relayed about NRS 392.465 which gives the Board 
authority to adopt regulations establishing a statewide performance evaluation system, incorporating 
multiple measures of an employee’s performance. Specifically, the student performance which is 20 percent 
of the evaluation for the 2016-17 school year and the 10 percent based on statewide examinations will be 
discussed today.  
 
Ms. Collins provided a graphic overview of the weights explaining that there are two major categories. One 
is the educational practice side which is based on observation and the student performance side based on 
assessment scores. The educational practice is weighted at 80 percent including two domains, instructional 
practice at 60 percent and processional responsibilities at 20 percent. An administrator or teacher observing 
assigns a score for each indicator of one through four. One is low performing and four is exceptional. The 
student performance also includes two domains, statewide performance measures at 10 percent and district 
level performance measures at 10 percent. Again, a score of one through four is received. Ms. Collins 
explained how the final score is calculated.  
 
President Wynn asked for a definition of the term “weighted” and how it would be applied. Dr. Pam Salazar, 
chair, explained how the percentages of the domains in the educational practice totaling 80 percent and the 
domains in student performance total 20 percent of the teacher NEPF. The final summative ratings of 
effective, minimally effective, effective and highly effective for teachers and building administrators is 
based on the score ranges.   
 
Dr. Salazar provided information about how the state uses aggregated scores on SBAC tests from last year. 
It is only on one years’ worth of data because there was no growth data from the year before. The TLC 
reviewed the data from last year by reviewing the results for elementary, middle and high school to see the 
difference in how those scores would be applied, whether looking at proficiency or scaled score. The TLC 
needed to decide because there are no growth scores; it is just one year scores. Decisions needed to be made 
regarding what the cut scores would be for each of those segments of tests. There are different tests in 

http://www.doe.nv.gov/Boards_Commissions_Councils/State_Board_of_Education/2017/March/Support_Materials/
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different grade levels, and so different ranges of cut scores were needed. As an example, after much 
deliberation the TLC recommended for Elementary Schools (2 or more assessments with N size of 10) 
 -scale scores of: 

• 1.66 and under = score of 1 
• 1.67 to 1.99 = score 2 
• 2.00 to 3.00 = score of 3 
• 3.01 to 4.00 = score of 4 

 
The same process was used for middle school and high school. After working through all the data the TLC 
determined that middle school and high school would have the same cut scores. Their test results were more 
similar in the type of tests that were taken. The proposed school-wide aggregate cut score ranges for middle 
and high school are: (2 or more assessments with N size of 10) 
- scale scores of: 

• 1.00 and under = score of 1 
• 1.01 to 1.99 = score of 2 
• 2.00 to 2.99 = score of 3 
• 3.00 to 4.00 = score of 4 

 
High Schools 

• Same as Middle School 
 
Dr. Salazar reviewed school level numbers for the application of proposed 2016-17 student performance 
score ranges. This is based on 1-years’ worth of data. In response to questions from President Wynn, Dr. 
Salazar confirmed this is being used as a baseline test, even though it has accountability. It acknowledges 
best efforts were made to derive a fair score that errs on the conservative side.  
 
Member Molisee asked how many observations the administrators will conduct on the teachers. If they are 
not frequent and consistent with observations, the teachers start to lack in what they are teaching the students 
and that will be reflected on student scores. Dr. Salazar responded in the protocol for the Nevada Teacher 
Performance Framework there are two expectations. There is a pre-observation conference, a minimum of 
20 minutes observation and also a post observation conference required for every teacher. The second piece 
says there are multiple, frequent observations that may be done in 12-15 minutes spread out over the year. 
Research suggests that multiple 12-15 minute observations spread out over a year is the best approach to 
improving practice. This is the first year of implementation and there is still a lot of professional 
development that is occurring across the state to support administrators. She agreed with member Molisee 
and said this is how credibility is built and how to improve growth and performance in educators.  
 
Member Newburn said he is not following the part about cut scores. We are taking ranges, going from real 
numbers quantizing to these categories. A school that has a proficiency level of 2, and a school that has a 
proficiency level of 3, which is a phenomenal difference in proficiency levels, is all the same value. That 
fractional part is not being retained in the calculations. He questioned why we would not do that. This math 
collapses everything down and so there is resolution in the numbers that we are throwing away, which is a 
problem. At the end, that is why we appear to have everyone in one category. It is not necessary and not 
what he wants.  
 
If a teacher receives a 3.5 then then loses the .5 and the next year makes progress and they are a 3.75, will 
remain unknown because they are effectively just a 3.  The ability to tell whether the teacher is improving is 
lost which means the ability to tell what professional development is doing is also lost. There is no fine grain 
way to measure the professional development because it has collapsed down.  Member Newburn asked why 
it needs to be done that way.  He said he does not want the categories number; rather he wants the graph on 
real numbers. Everything is being smashed down and the resolution is being lost. 
 
Dr. Salazar said based on discussions with NDE staff she expects there is a plan to have the kind of data he 
referenced. Especially for professional development decisions at the state level we would have the number 
to determine whether it was a 3 or a 3.25. A decision needs to be made about the four labels now. She said 
she does not think the data is lost. 
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Member Newburn pointed out if there is a school that is a 2 versus a school that is a 3, and the 3 school is 
solidly college ready, that there is a fantastical difference in performance between schools. If both of the 
schools are a 3, then multiple other factors and lot of information is lost between that 2 and 3. If 3.25 is not 
carried along then when the multiplication of the weights is done, an enormous amount of information is lost 
on that weight. There is a huge difference between a school that is a 2 and a school that is a 3. This could be 
a school that is a 2-star versus a school that is a 4 or 5-star and they are both going to get the same number in 
the calculations of the evaluations of those teachers. There is no reason to do that.  
 
Russ Keglovits, assistant director, Accountability, responded this is an artifact of the development of 
categories. For any categories developed that are discreet, meaning 1,2,3,4, he agreed with member 
Newburn that there is a loss of some information. This is the charge to assign teacher ratings in those four 
categories and how it is being operationalized.  
 
Member Newburn said he understands that we need to quantize at the end, but appear not to be quantizing at 
the end. The quantizing is early in the process so the precision should be kept until there is a number in the 
end, and then drop it into four categories. That decision is being made too early, going from real numbers to 
categories early on when that precision weight could be kept until the very end. Mr. Keglovits noted there 
are a number of different ways this could have been approached, this was the direction received from the 
TLC. 
 
Member Blakely commented that the data in this is similar to using a slide rule versus a computer. The 
reality of a slide rule is that it smooths the numbers and so the data is a prettier picture which is what 
member Newburn is having a challenge with. We are not getting a representation with this set of data. What 
is the goal; he said he does not know the answer. He asked what we want to use this data for. 
 
Member Ortiz said her understanding has always been that the NEPF informs several things. It informs 
where we need to support teachers to help them improve, and it informs parents in the performance of 
teachers and their schools so choices can be made wisely. It also informs the district as to where professional 
development needs to be increased. If scores are being smoothed we are losing track of where we need to 
help and where the focus needs to be. She is not comfortable with the way it is currently calculated. It puts 
too many people in a bucket and does not shed light as to where they need help. She asked how the schools 
aggregate score is calculated. Mr. Keglovits responded that essentially the rating was determined by all the 
state administered assessments, ELA and math for elementary, middle and high school. He provided further 
details on how that score is calculated.  
 
In response to a question from member Swanberg, Dr. Salazar said scores for 2015-16 are not applied to the 
new teachers in a school building because there is no growth data for them. Member Swanberg asked if this 
is being applied equally to all teachers in the school, even those who do not teach math, science or ELA, 
such as those that teach music, art, social studies. Dr. Salazar said yes, by statute it is a schoolwide aggregate 
so every teacher and administrator in the building will receive the same score. Member Blakely said there is 
compliance with the statute but the data is useless. When there is three years or more of data there will be 
something to work with and this can be revisited. 
 
Member Jensen, speaking on behalf of the superintendents recalled a comment was made earlier about the 
intent of the NEPF. It is intended to help support teachers be better teachers in the classroom, ultimately 
benefiting students. He is perplexed that the Board is stuck on the 10 percent piece that will be applied 
universally to a PE, art, and music teacher and that will drive the decision making process on professional 
development for teachers. Instructional practice is 60 percent. That is the area being looked at and that is 
what is driving professional development implications for staff. 
  
Member Jensen noted the Board has deferred to these different groups that have met to provide 
recommendations and the Board supports their decisions because of their dedication. Yet in a 15 minute 
presentation the Board has almost turned this in the complete opposite direction and said, we disagree as the 
Board, yet we were not engaged in the work the TLC did. The NASS group recognized the work of the TLC 
and applauded their work. He cautioned the Board about taking this type of position knowing how weak the 
data piece is right now because there is no longitudinal data. Long term this will turn itself around and be 
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more beneficial. He thanked the TLC for their work; it is at least a baseline to move forward.  
 
President Wynn clarified that the Board is representing a variety of constituencies and this is an example of 
the broad interests represented on the Board. Member Newburn is rightfully holding our educational 
establishment to the fire, which is what he is supposed to do. Now the professionals have an opportunity to 
explain what the work of the TLC is so the Board and TLC can come together in some census. She urged 
everyone to understand there is a broad range of interests being represented.   
 
Dr. Salazar continued a discussion regarding what the TLC was tasked to do by the Legislature. She 
explained the range of data as the cut scores and also the requirements of the tests used to create the scores 
to meet the requirements. If the school does not meet these requirements then they would shrink to 90 
percent and the category would not be used. This is the first recommendation for a motion from the TLC. 
 
Dr. Salazar discussed the data and reporting from the school districts about the final summative rating from 
last year, and the summative rating scale for this year. Two pieces of data were used that came from the 
district superintendents about summative ratings on the NEPF last year as well as off all the test score data to 
make a decision about student outcomes on state assessments. As a result, the TLC is recommending, as the 
second recommendation, that the score ranges for highly effective, effective, minimally effective and 
ineffective stay in place for the second year, 2016-17, and this be the scale that is used this year for those 
final ratings. Ms. Collins added one of the reasons the TLC wanted to keep the scores the same is so they 
can compare last years with the results from this year and then the students’ performance data.  
 
Member Newburn questioned the table presented because data shown on the left half of the distribution for 
ineffective and minimally effective is gone. As one who is familiar with data, he said something is wrong. 
There are many new teachers and research shows within the first 5 or 6 years their ability goes up 
significantly. He expected to see the minimally effective to have the high percentage numbers that the 
effective shows. If he could see the numbers in a real scale score he could determine where the minimally 
effective went, those numbers would be visible and it does not look real. His concern is it reinforces the 
public’s perception the system is unaccountable. 
 
Ms. Collins responded the TLC was also concerned about this, and to remember this is the first year of 
implementation and there are training and capacity issues. This is one reason they wanted to keep the cut 
scores the same so they can compare the data from last year to this year with the student performance to see 
if it makes a difference.  
 
President Wynn asked what Ms. Collins would expect to occur next year when there are results to work 
with, will the graph show an adjustment? Dr. Salazar said other states indicated there is a two to four year 
learning curve. New standards have been introduced which requires an enhanced set of skills for observers. 
Most states do not see different results from what Nevada showed for the first couple of years.  
 
Member Newburn commented what they are seeing is not an evaluation system, rather it is a fire or do not 
fire system. How do we transition? The fire or do not fire has value, but is not the kind of value the TLC 
wants. People are banking on this to help evaluate professional development, what works and what does not 
work. If every one is effective or a 3, why would professional development be funded because apparently 
brand new teachers are just as effective as veteran teacher. It undervalues veteran teachers.  
 
President Wynn said the explanation is to try and demonstrate how integrated all these efforts are and that to 
try and isolate each piece of this without understanding unintended consequences would be shortsighted. 
The board is charged with a difficult assignment.  
 
Member Ortiz asked if there was a study done to determine what the impact of implementing NEPF would 
be to the workload of the administrators and teachers. Dr. Salazar responded the protocol does not have a 
different expectation for whether someone is highly effective or minimally effective. Any additional 
expectations would be placed by someone else other than the NEPF protocol. The NEPF protocol is straight 
forward, two pieces of evidence for each one of the indicators across multiple observations. The burden of 
proof for highly effective or minimally effective or ineffective is not different. Any other kind of application 
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of that is not part of the NEPF and would be a district decision. 
 
Member Jensen acknowledged principals are feeling overwhelmed with the NEPF timeframe requiring them 
to do it effectively. The first year is anywhere from 12-20 hours per assessment and this year it has been 
narrowed down to about 10 hours. It is an extremely rigorous process and it is taking a lot of time of the 
administrators. The feedback has been beneficial once completed.  
 
Ms. Collins provided information about the teach-librarian framework to evaluate school librarians across 
the state. They wanted to do the pilot study this year and work out the parameter to ensure data received 
from the pilot study would be enough to make informed decisions about cut scores for the teacher librarian 
evaluation framework. They ran out of time to implement the pilot study for one month and asked the Board 
to allow them to do the pilot study for the 2017-18 school year.  
 
Member Newburn said he is still struggling because he is being asked to come up with cut scores that are on 
a real number scale and he does not have a graph on a real number scale. He said he cannot tell if a highly 
effective 36 is wrong and it should be 37 or 38 because he cannot see the data and cluster it into bins for it to 
make sense. He asked for a real graph next year with a real distribution so he can effectively make the 
decision because setting the cut scores without a real graph is guessing.  
 
Member Newburn moved to adopt the three recommendations from the TLC 
 
Recommendation #1 
Calculation of Schoolwide Aggregate Score (10%) 
 

• Set cuts based on scale score and school level (elementary, middle, and high) 
• Must have at least 2 assessments results (N size of 10) to apply cuts  

• High School 
      - Combined ELA End of Course (ELA 1 & ELA II) 
      - Separate Math I and Math II results  
        (Due to difference in math scale scores between I and II 

• Where possible, include ELA, math and science state assessment results for all levels 
• If a school does not have sufficient number of records to meet above conditions, do not include state 

assessment scores in teacher rating 
(Determine Rating based on 90% rather than 100%) 

• Use score ranges to determine schoolwide aggregate score (page 7) 
 
Recommendation # 2 
Recommended Score Ranges 2016-7 Summative Evaluation Ration 

Keep score ranges the same as 2015-2016 (Student Performance Included) 
Final Rating   Overall Score Range 
Highly Effective  3.6 – 4.0 
Effective   2.8 – 3.59 
Minimally Effective  1.91 – 2.79 
Ineffective   1.0 – 1.9 
 
Recommendation #3 
Pilot Study of Statewide Performance Evaluation Teacher – Librarians 
 
Teacher – Librarian Evaluation Framework 
Pilot Study 2017 – 2018 school year 

• State Board of Education initially approved TLC recommended Teacher-Librarian framework for 
pilot study during 2016-2017 school year (October 2016) 

• NDE continued to meet with teacher-Librarian Work Group to develop parameters of pilot study 
and tools/protocols 
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Member Blakely seconded the motion. Member Swanberg voted nay. The motion carried.  
 
Information, Discussion and Possible Action regarding a policy proposal (Assembly Bill 7) to establish 
multiple Graduation Pathways that are aligned to post-secondary success: potentially Standard, 
College, Career, College and Career Pathways, and appointment of members to the High School           
Graduation Committee.    
Deputy Barley explained his presentation will provide an update on the current state of college and career 
readiness, and present the Board with an opportunity to endorse the approach in A.B. 7, the ESSA 
implementation bill and then nominate new members to the High School Graduation Committee. He 
conducted a PowerPoint presentation about the current state of the college and career readiness in Nevada. 
Included in the presentation was information regarding: 

• The Skill Gap and demographics 
• Jobs in 2020 requiring some education beyond high school 
• Standard versus Advanced diploma  
• High School Graduation Committee 
• The NDEs Every Student Succeeds Act Implementation Bill (A.B. 7) 
• Current existing laws regarding diplomas 

 
Member Molisee asked if students who are on track to pursue an advanced diploma will be given the option 
to obtain a college, career, or college and career diploma. Deputy Barley responded the student should work 
with a counselor and through an academic plan identify the pathway they are on. Member Molisee asked if a 
student decides to pursue a pathway and while they are on that path decides they do not want to continue to 
pursue that path, will there be options to switch to a different path and diploma? Deputy Barley said one of 
the goals is to provide students with enhanced opportunity with incentives for career aligned industry 
validated pathways. The goal is to have all students on a college or career pathway.  
 
In response to an inquiry by President Wynn regarding the definition of standard, college, career and college 
and career diplomas, Deputy Barley said only the standard and advanced diploma are the current Nevada 
diploma types. If the Board is in agreement with the diploma types and pathways it will be shared with the 
Legislature as they contemplate A.B. 7. 
 
Member Newburn informed that he is chair of the High School Graduation committee. He explained the 
committee was looking at the standard and advanced diploma. The standard diploma is considered a career 
diploma and the advanced diploma is the college diploma. Higher education and industry sector 
representatives attended a High School Graduation committee meeting. It was learned that most of the kids 
are going to college with a standard diploma and higher education said the standard diploma is not a college 
ready diploma. Industry said a standard diploma is not a career ready diploma. It is a historical diploma that 
most of the kids receive but it is not career or college ready. This is an attempt to create specialized paths 
that are college, career or both. Industry said they like our CTE programs. For them a career ready diploma 
looked like one of our CTE certificates.  
 
The idea is to create a rigorous diploma that looks more like a traditional CTE program that would have a 
credential a student could use leaving high school going into work. Many of the non-college jobs have left 
the country and the bar has become higher. The CTE diploma is a higher bar designed for what industry is 
looking for. The standard diploma is not college or career ready. Three additional diplomas with higher 
requirements than the standard diploma are being considered. The standard diploma will not go away 
because there is an expectation that all states have it. The hope is over time kids will be directed out of the 
non-career and college diploma into one of these three pathways which are all higher rigor.  
 
Member Jensen informed the Board that NASS endorses the differentiated pathways. Their discussions have 
centered on the end-of-course, and to have it shift from high to medium stakes and the federal reporting is 
the ACT which is currently being administered to all 11th graders. Because of the 11th grade administration 
across the board with the ACT being included in the Nevada School Performance Framework (NSPF) for 
the high schools, they also recognize there is some 11th grade student population that are not vested in the 
ACT, yet there is an impact. 
 

http://www.doe.nv.gov/Boards_Commissions_Councils/State_Board_of_Education/2017/March/Support_Materials/
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They looked at opportunities such as the Work Keys which will be offered as an alternative, but they cannot 
replace the ACT because it is simply one measure that can be used as federal reporting. The differentiated 
diplomas have been endorsed by NASS so the efforts of students can be recognized and provide greater 
encouragement to take the ACT with some integrity. This is something NASS would like to see, they also 
recognize the concerns expressed by WCSD and CCSD and also recognize there is work to be done, but 
conceptually they support this direction.  
 
Member Ortiz expressed concern about whether the small rural districts will have the ability to offer the 
courses. Member Jensen said they have seen much progress in the rural locations. Mc Dermott is 65 percent 
Native American, 72 miles north of Winnemucca, and has students who are taking dual-credit courses online 
for the first time in history. This will have profound impact and they are seeing positive changes throughout 
the state.  
 
Member Newburn moved to endorse the conceptual amendments that would allow the State Board of 
Education to prescribe criteria to earn Standard, College, Career, and College and Career diplomas. 
Member Blakely seconded the motion. The motion carried.  
 
Member Ortiz moved to approve members Newburn, Molisee, Blakely and Carter to the High School 
Graduation Committee. Member Holmes-Sutton seconded the motion. The motion carried.  
 
Possible Approval of the 2017 State Plan to Improve Achievement of Pupils (STIP) per NRS 
385.111(2) 
President Wynn explained that the STIP is adopted each year by the Board. This year marks the transition 
from the prior 5-year strategic plan adopted in 2012, to the plan adopted in December under the vision to be 
the fastest improving state in the nation. 
 
Deputy Barley informed that a draft of the STIP has been provided for review. The goal is to give the Board 
the opportunity to endorse the direction the STIP is going and provide feedback prior to submission on 
March 31. State law requires that the Board develop an annual plan to improve the achievement of pupils 
enrolled in Nevada schools. This will be the first year in the new 5-year strategic plan and will serve as a 
base line to report progress in the 5-year strategic plan.  
 
Member Newburn moved to approve and move forward with the development of the State 
Improvement Plan (STIP). Member Holmes-Sutton seconded the motion. The motion carried. 
 
Information and Discussion regarding Rising Stars School support and improvement efforts 

a) ESSA and NDE Strategic Plan Differentiated Support Model 
b) Title I 1003(a) School Improvement Pilot 
c) March 14th and 15th School Leader Professional Development and Data Driven Instructional  

Delivery Vendor Fairs 
d) Student Performance Compacts  
e) Democracy Prep at Agassi Campus and Futuro Academy Updates 

 
Deputy Barley explained that the NDE released a Rising Star Schools list last fall moving away from the 
term Under Performing Schools. There is a requirement that the NDE release a list of schools each year that 
meet these criteria. For the first time the NDE also released the Shining Star School list, which is for high 
poverty and high performing schools that are leading the way by example across the state.  
 
Deputy Barley conducted a PowerPoint presentation for the board members to understand how the NDE is 
working with districts to support and improve 2017 Rising Star Schools. Further information was provided 
about: 

• The Every Student Succeeds Act plan and the Strategic plan to be the fastest improving state in the 
country.  

• Nevada’s approach to Differentiated School support and Improvement 
• 1003a School Improvement funds (7 percent of Federal Title I funds) 
• NDE School Improvement Partner List 

http://www.doe.nv.gov/Boards_Commissions_Councils/State_Board_of_Education/2017/March/Support_Materials/
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• Update on Student Performance Compacts 
• Update on Nevada Achievement School District (ASD) 

 
Rebecca Fieden, deputy director, ASD, informed that they have two schools that are getting ready to open 
next school year. Futero Academy is a new building and so they are starting off new. Democracy Prep is 
partnering with Agassi and working for a seamless transition for the community. Information was provided 
about their transition.  
 
Jana Wilcox-Lavin, superintendent in residence, ASD, provided an update about the broader initiative and 
syncing the ASD with the state’s overall plan to improve schools. The ASD is a small aligned intervention to 
becoming the fastest improving state in the nation. She listed principals put into play by the ASD. Kids are 
at the center of all their decisions and they want to ensure every action taken is focused on children. Families 
are key to a successful transformation strategy and they need a clear understanding of what it mean to get 
better.  (audio difficulties) 
 
Member Blakely reiterated there are two schools that have launched into the ASD this year and the schools 
that do not get selected can go into the Performance Compact. There were 47 schools at the start of the year 
that were selected, two that have started the process of ASD, and 13 schools have signed the Performance 
Compact. That is a total of 15 schools on track of trying to improve the education system in the schools by 
this process. To meet the objectives of the ASD by next year we would like to have six schools that are in 
the ASD. 
 
In response to comments by member Blakely regarding the ASD schools, President Wynn clarified that the 
ultimate goal is that no one should have to go to an ASD schools. It is an option for the worst case scenario 
and a plan has been created if that situation occurs. The ideal situation would be to offer the schools willing 
to enter into Performance Contracts extra resources to turn them around within the district. Member Blakely 
said there are now 11 Performance Compact schools and two interventions. This is the first time he heard the 
first goal is for schools to enter into Performance Compacts. CCSD has eight or nine schools in the final 
selection, and two became intervention schools. It does not appear any of them have gone into the compact.  
 
Ms. Wilcox-Lavin agreed adding they have not formally signed onto the Performance Compact yet. Member 
Blakely responded CCSD needs to realize that is still an option and is one the NDE prefers. Ms. Wilcox-
Lavin said she is also trying to articulate there are families that want significant change. (audio difficulties) 
What he has seen is a large emphasis on the charter schools when the emphasis should have been on the 
compact schools.  
 
President Wynn stated that the CCSD and the SBE are at odds over certain things that are now in a state of 
flux. It has not been a good time to work collegially; unfortunately, once everything is cleared up we can go 
back to being kid centric. She added the Board will always have an open invitation to all districts to make 
themselves available for direction and program offerings.  
 
Ms. Wilcox-Lavin reiterated there are four rural districts that have embraced the Performance Compacts and 
thinking though how they could use the Performance Compact and the opportunity for the funding through 
1003a to put their schools on a trajectory. There has been outreach and engagement in the partnership with 
the districts.  
 
Deputy Barley noted that when the Governor gave his state-of-the-state speech he spoke about every 
student, every classroom, and every opportunity. The NDE team took that vision and created a video for the 
Board to view. The video was played for the Board.  
 
Public Comment #2 
Ray Bacon, Nevada Manufacturers Association, said he heard the pitch and is not convinced. He did not see 
a plan that either eliminates or fixes the standard diploma to the point where it becomes something 
acceptable. The problems with the standard diploma not meeting the requirements have been known for a 
long period of time. There is a lot of work to do. How do we get the standard diploma to point where it is 
meaningful or get a plan for it to go away. Mr. Bacon suggested that an employer from each one of the 
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sector councils should be part of the High School Graduation committee.  
 
Megan Rauch, direction of education policy, Guinn Center, spoke about modernizing high school graduation 
requirements. Research was shared with the High School Graduation Committee in December. (audio 
difficulties). She provided information about what other states are doing. Ms. Rauch said she looks forward 
to the efforts of the High School Graduation subcommittee coming to fruition and she would be happy to 
present their findings and research at a future meeting.  
 
Manny Lamarre, executive director, Governor’s Office of Workforce Innovation, stated in the education 
industry where every buzzword has an acronym one phrase is often never condensed or mentioned as an 
acronym. That phrase is College and Career Readiness. It is so powerful it is never shortened, unfortunately 
it also the phrase that has historically lacked the most nuance when spoken in the education community. It is 
no surprise that when the Governor’s office, OWINN conducted the largest statewide survey asking young 
adults about the barriers they face trending on employment. Regardless of the age group and regardless of 
the differences on every barrier, they believe education was their greatest barrier; specifically a 4-year 
college degree was the only gateway to success. 
 
Unfortunately students were not provided with enough data in K-12 to understand that about 50 percent of 
the in demand jobs are middle skill jobs, which is more than a high school and less than a 4-year diploma. 
He spoke about the importance of post-secondary credentials such as certificates and certifications to 
maintain a strong quality of life and serve as a motivator to keep pushing education.  
 
The need is heard from employers who say both students who are coming out of high school and some 
coming out of college need a better understanding of career readiness. He defined meaningful pathways to 
success in high demand industries and emphasized key provisions in A.B.7.  The most important is that 
college and career has the same weight in the framework. It is a clear message to students and the 
community that they are both equal and provide students with additional tools to obtain college and career 
readiness.  
 
Dennis Perea, deputy director, Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation (DETR), spoke in 
favor of A.B. 7. Instead of parroting what has already been said about what diplomas mean to employers, it 
also helps his agency and talking about career pathways (audio problems). He thinks the bill will help the 
work core system as well.  
 
Dr. Canavero said all the High School Graduation Committee meetings are posted and are public meetings. 
Industry representative members have been in invited to meetings in the past and will continue to engage 
them through invitation going forward. The meetings are open and public.  
 
Future Agenda Items 
President Wynn noted future meetings will include a legislative update, a budget update, and a CCSD 
reorganization update. 
 
Adjournment 
The meeting was adjourned at 12:22 p.m. 
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